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Footsteps
From the Editor

Philippa Armstrong

“I like nonsense;
it wakes up
the brain cells.
Fantasy is a necessary
ingredient in living”
Dr Seuss

Sometimes one of the best things you can do for
yourself is lean back, close your eyes and let your
mind wander. Let your thoughts drift and daydream.
Often it is when your mind is not consciously
thinking about something that surprising and creative
ideas come: out of the blue.
And when the ideas do appear, it’s good to have
a pen and a notebook to write them down. Because
ideas can be slippery and no sooner have they been
thought that they fade away. But if you write them
down, you have them, and can then work on the
ideas and explore them further. And that exploration
could be purely thinking about it further or it could
be using the idea in a creative endeavour: a piece of
writing, a drawing, a piece of music.
Another reason to try and always have a notebook
on hand is so you can record thoughts as they come
to you during the day. Sometimes you may hear
a conversation, or read a line somewhere, or a song
and for whatever reason it strikes a chord in you.
Write it down. Then it is yours to use in your writing
however you like. And write down your dreams,
because dreams are as slippery as daydreams,
and even if they are vivid when you wake,
they quickly recede.
The more you get used to jotting things down,
the more comfortable it feels, and your brain
becomes trained to listen out for the quirks and
rhythms in written and spoken language and this
can help deepen your relationship with words.

If you would like to write and practice various
techniques, but are not sure how to begin,
why don’t you take yourself out of your comfort
zone and drop in to our weekly Roomers creative
writing workshops? Our workshops are for everyone:
from people who already do write to people
who haven’t and would like to.
Our workshops are free and happen every Tuesday
1.30pm – 3.30pm. We cover many aspects of creative
writing including: dialogue, plot, setting, structure
and voice. We regularly do stream of consciousness
writing and play with surrealist and dada writing
exercises. Writing can be fun and spontaneous
but it can also be vulnerable work; giving the writer
greater clarity and self-awareness. Through the
weekly workshops you will learn how to combine
words to convey emotion, describe places, people
and objects and how to express thoughts and ideas.
I’m not saying it will make you any better at filling
in Centrelink forms, but you never know.
When? The Roomers writing workshops happen
every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30pm
Where? We will be based at the Betty Day Centre,
67 Argyle St, St Kilda until the middle of the year
when we move back to St Kilda Library.
The workshops are free and everyone is welcome.
No need to book, just turn up (and bring a pen and
some paper, or laptop if preferred)
See you there
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The Final Epiphany
of Martin Lowry
by Wendy Butler
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Meet Martin Lowry, your typical middle-aged Aussie
bloke: fiftyish, with a boring job, a moderate income,
a missus and two kids; boy and girl and an ever
expanding belly and debt. He is about to experience
his first epiphany.
The epiphany manifests itself in the form of
a large poster made from recycled paper with an
image of giant footprints gradually reducing in size.
“If the planet is to survive, mankind must
reduce his environmental footprint”
Martin is bowled over by the essential truth of
this statement. Why has he never seen this before?
The next day he is waiting at the front door of the St
Kilda Eco Centre before opening time to learn what
he can do.
Within a month he has given up his job to
concentrate on reducing his footprint. The whole
family goes on ethical supermarket shopping
expeditions, assiduously inspecting the labels:
is this product local? How is it packaged?
Is it organic? Cruelty free?
Are the workers who make it treated fairly?
They start buying their clothes at the local op
shop; even though sometimes the clothing there is
more expensive than at regular outlets. When the St
Kilda Social Justice Charter Consultation Form asks
if Martin and his family do any community service,
such as shopping at an op shop, the family proudly
tick the “yes” box.
His wife Merle is not initially enthused but
when Martin’s passion for reduction and recycling
spills over into other areas of his life, giving him extra
vim and vigour and manifesting in fabulous sex, she’s
converted. At the end of the first year they are both
photographed in front of a very small rubbish bin
and featured in Council’s magazine Diversity.
By the third year there is no rubbish bin at
all. In order to reduce water consumption they have
limited showering to once a week and given up
washing clothes entirely. When their general state
of unwash prompts the other kids at school to bully
Martin and Merle’s two children and the teachers start
complaining, it strikes Martin like a flash of lightening
that the next logical step is to take the kids out of
school and home-school them with other like minded
converts.
The first killing is accidental.
An argument over water wastage escalates, but
Martin immediately perceives that it was deserved.
People not willing to reduce their footprint don’t
deserve to live, and he; Martin, had a job to ensure
that they didn’t.

An old woman who refuses to recycle
is mown down by an out of control wheelie bin.
An elderly man is incinerated by fire when his prize
winning flower garden; not a vegetable or fruit
tree in sight, is mysteriously engulfed in flames.
A monstrous petrol-guzzling four-wheel drive car
crashes, killing its occupant. The police start to
become suspicious over the spate of fatal accidents
happening in a single street.
Martin’s next epiphany hits him like
a blinding flash. He’s been going about things all the
wrong way. He should just forget about reforming the
rest of the world, and worry only about the faithful:
now numbering over one hundred. So Martin buys
himself his own piece of isolated wilderness.
Visitors unwelcome.
Martin surveys his land; his compound, and is
still not happy. Yes, they are doing everything they can
to minimise their footprint and simplify their lives, but
it occurs to him that he has missed the most obvious
and logical way to reduce their footprint. Reducing
population growth. Martin issues a degree that there
are to be no couples and no sex. His fourteen year
old daughter, unhappy with this development, runs
off with her boyfriend. Now that the fabulous sex
has dried up for Martin’s wife, she has no reason to
stay any longer. When Martin degrees a cull of young
boys, his wife runs away taking their son with her.
Martin does not see his wife or children again.
The final epiphany for Martin is an inevitable one.
The essential truth is revealed to him. Man must
die in order to fully erase his footprint. He prepares
a last supper for him and his followers: a range of
vegan dishes laced with digitalis: a distilled poison
made from the flowers of the foxglove.
“Well.” Said one of the clean up crew called
in to remove the bodies
“No on could accuse him of not reducing
his footprint.”
But Martin’s footprint lives on and on.
His son having been deprived of comfort and
luxury in his childhood became a junk food addict
and dedicated fan of the Boxing Day sales.
His daughter makes a fortune out of running op-shop
tours (which bump up the price of op-shop goods)
and clothing swap meets. She preaches abstinence,
but behind closed doors lives affluently and
decadently. Merle shacks up with a new bloke,
moves into a boring house in the suburbs happily
re-embracing consumerism, has a couple more
kids and resigns herself again to life with boring
predictable sex.
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Time of
My Life
by S James Carter

You can be going about your business in
a reasonable fashion, thinking you’re happy or
happy-enough, when an evening at home, bored
on a Saturday night, the TV occupied by nothing
but dullards, reminds you of the plain tedium
of your life and your dinner turns to ashes in your
bowl and all you can think of is absence:
absent lovers, absent friends, absent families,
absent riches.
It happened to me last night. Sometimes
it’s hard not to cry at moments like these but I work
to remind myself that self-pity is my bete-noire and
given to rising from its lair when least expected.
Clarity and honesty are both fine, but neither should
be swaddled in minks and silk. It is what it is.
Epiphanies are a dime a dozen. They rarely, if ever,
effect real change. Oracles hold court on every corner
but the women come and go talking of Miley Cyrus,
not that there’s anything wrong with that.
What I try to remember on those nights
when I would have sleep save me from my own
thoughts is that it usually does, and that dawn always
has its own fresh promises, no matter how derisory
or salutary. Today, early December in Melbourne,
the sun is up and about and the water at Elwood
beach is calling, as it usually does. Reduced to living
as a ghost on the streets of Port Phillip, knowing
no one in a substantial way even after a year, I take
most of my pleasures alone, the most satisfying
of which is flopping into the bay, backstroke,
breaststroke, freestyle, floating on my back, diving
to the bottom, resurfacing in a thrust, handstands,
shallow diving, all of it pleasurable, no matter how
cold the water, even in winter’s deep chill,
but particularly rewarding when the briskness
breaks from the water and the sun dries the skin
before the shakes set in.
Lately I’ve discovered a new solo pleasure,
one I’m almost embarrassed to admit to (don’t worry;
nothing saucy). It came about by pure happenstance,

a new phone coming with the ability to store
30 or so minutes of MP3-sourced music.
O happy day.
Previously I’d been fairly scornful of all
the clones on the street with their white wires and
their seeming inability to spend even a short walk
disconnected from the teat that is entertainment.
Foolish me. Once I got over the nuisance of buds
in the ears and wires tracing awkwardly from pocket
to head, I was euphoric, rejoicing as the voices of
angels and the rolling swell of pianos and guitars
took up residency inside my skull. Suddenly I was
marching to the beat of a far different drummer,
almost dancing as I strode, clicking my fingers while
reminding myself that it wasn’t the done thing to roar
out loud when the chorus kicked in. I was a dancing
queen, only the venue was all wrong.
I thought the fun would pass within a week
or two, but two months later and I’m still in its thrall,
rotating the songs on my phone on a daily basis.
I started with my favourites, John Coltrane,
The Smiths and Aretha, but one day I decided to
whack on some music from two groups I’d only
ever known by name, British India, a Melbourne rock
band, and the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, another guitar band,
this time from New York (I think), and discovered
that as for walking, nothing synchronised better than
loud raucous rock, the energy of it jolting through
the whole body and directly into the pavement.
Let’s move, people!
None of which has anything much to do with
anything, except to remind you, as tears attempt to
form late in the lonely night, that even when you think
you’ve seen it all, know it all, heard it all, that a simple
three-minute guitar thrash shot direct to the brain
while walking Brighton Road to the beach may be all
you need to trick you into thinking that yes, you really
are having the time of your life.
Yippee.
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Footsteps of a Ranting,
Meandering Something
of No Consequence
by Dean Briggs

It!
Is only when you begin to reach
your own personal event horizon
that you can look back through
that personal chronological stretch
of time, that rubber band called
memory. That mosaic imprint, that
ego preternatural called your life!
That you realise that you can only
perceive your present through
your past.
am what I was, that I am!
See, retrace, and relive
the freeway of youth, inexperience
and choice. And that biggest fucker
‘Trend’.
Delusion, stupidity, curiosity
and that precursor to aging.
That overriding sense of
invulnerability and immortality
called callow youth or green.
Forget what killed the Cat.
That’s so C.S.I
That time, that time.
Of thirst.
Just can’t/don’t wanna miss out!
How did we ever survive before
the invention of ‘likes’.
The joy of falling in step
with another

stepping into love
stepping out
boot scooting through life
deformity for the sake
of fashion.
Killing for the latest brand
name release.
Stepping out in style
stepping over the line
stepping on to step up
step away or l’ll shoot
step this way
stepping up to the line
stepping on cracks
goose stepping
the great step forward
one step for mankind
evolutionary step
the next step
the strange need for red carpets
to be strut upon!
Stomp that down
mother fucker.
Don’t talk to me about carbon;
I burn everything, except kilojoules.
If I was a global multi
corporate organisation, I would
be a cunt of the highest order
and quietly proud.
History is written by those with
the biggest shoes.

It could be worse, if this was
planet of the apes we’d have
to worry about carbon knuckle
prints as well.
Ground breaking news,
so fractal in nature.
Unless we walk upon the moon,
our footprints are non-residual.
Our psyche imprinted by
our forefathers who strode before
us. Hardened by the necessaries
of their times made pledges
to their future offspring.
A sacred vow to build a better path.
And in our time homage to our
elders is a defiant declaration
of independence. It matters not,
we all walk alone.
A sad truth, thank god for dance.
And further back!
The very first toddle
towards our first knowledge
of joy and reward. From all fours
to bipedal. Into the arms of our
most cherished and beloved
in our early time without words.
The praise of walking upright.
The mile stone. The future.
Our first footsteps.
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And I am so Full of Shit
by Dean Briggs
I proved that once through a temporary ileostomy bag.
I see that now.
Longevity is proof that we’ve digested our own crap
and called it better than what had been offered before.
Repackaged the dream
believed, romanticized, con jewelled,
in any given moment justified self-righteousness
must and seem to prevail.
Now counts as the common statistical whim
that the everyday door mouse now ‘Blogs’

These Old
Pet Grieves
or Crumbling
Footprints
by Jack Chadwick

We can’t even accept our own Darwinian nature.
We turned our tails into tales.
Whispers into religions
We turned our innate intelligence into refutable
denials; our disclaimers against our pending litigations
We turned our selves against ourselves.
This has always been true.
Our footsteps are traced in our own tears.
Life is shit!
Buddha could have gone home at any time.

U
Me
Dad
Work
School
A plan it
Step mum
Melbournite
A egoist poet
Public holidays
Avoiding the iced
Undone home work
No paint for a triptych
The angels sing for you
Sticky poles on the trams
Bike thieves & wanna-bees
Mummy boys/girls on phone
Loudness in our drop in centre
Violence against women and kid
A life lived in fear is a life half lived
Touching off and holding up the ride
A straight a head orange light breaker
Library toilet frames & your blood spurts
People stopped in the middle of footpaths
Habitual gambler prying, sizing & socializing
A current affair today tonight’s specialist view
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I d an c ed the d a n c e …
by Anon
Swirling and swirling my
thoughts are a whirling
To expel HIS spirit of mind
Prisoner of pain “God, am
I going bloody insane?”
Only you can help me now…

I danced the dark dance
of depression
Deep into the depths
of the dungeon
Dance, dance down
to the depths of despair
I danced with the devil;
he bade me
Lie down in that dark
dreary dungeon
Chained, chained, chained
the dark damp wall encases
you there…

I scream out in fear
I whisper “the nurses are near”
The battle is fought from within
Do you hear them too?
There is only a few
They’re my demons
I want to erase
They trouble my mind
I have to find a way
to find some peace

just gently nudge me
If I become complacent
with you
Dance with me often with
joy and speech softened
Your spirit I’ll love to embrace
Your journey can share
A new place where others despair
So give hope as you journey along
Sing a new song for
others who long
For a life without struggles
of mind

You give me an injection…. Ah!
Pure bliss and perfection
It eases the torment of mind

You may have a wife,
children and others
Mothers, fathers,
sisters and brothers
Friends and relations
You are God’s creation

It works its magic
If not so tragic,
to have to fog the mind

So value each other;
there is not another
Made as uniquely as you

Sombre and lonely, cold and
embracing, his darkness
Invades you there

Your gentle face and
your hurried pace
To report “she’s just another
schizophrenia case”

I embrace myself tightly
To the new life almighty
To delight me and dance
a new tune

Thoughts and responses
insidiously dampened
Although I am still trapped
in there

I now dance so gaily
to the joys I see daily
With the life I’ve been
given anew

I climb those stairs slowly
and bow my head lowly
In reverence to others down
there

He smiles with insidious laughter
Your mind I’ve really been after
Your spirit I’ll own with you there

Life blessed anew
For not just a few,
is daily my opening prayer

Voices I’m hearing
I can’t seem to be clearing
The messages troubling
my mind
Thoughts about ending,
the life without mending
The spirit of mind trapped inside?
It’s really forbidden,
my spirit remains hidden
While he beats on the drum
of my mind

Walk along beside me;
don’t try to hide me
I bleed the same way as you
Don’t try to judge me,

The spirit is strong as we
struggle along; its source
comes from deep inside
Try not to hide
the person inside
The spirit and person belong
The beauty is there and people
DO CARE
SO DON’T TRY
TO JOURNEY ALONE
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Mary
Grace
Levakis
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How to Reduce Your Footprint
in a Rooming House
by Wendy Butler
1. Don’t let your room stink!
- Get rid of your rubbish daily. A small ice cream bin
is ideal and can be lined with supermarket bags.
Wash the bin regularly.
- If you drink a lot, or are having a party; put the
empties in a box or milk crate and don’t let them
mount up in your room.
-Keep dirty washing in a container
and wash it regularly.
- Wash your sheets and towels weekly. Solar power
is by far the best drying method. If you don’t have
a clothesline borrow one; I have been using a
neighbour’s line for seven years! Don’t worry if it’s
raining. A bit of rain never hurt anyone or anything.
Try and keep a second set.
- Air your bed daily and turn your
mattress over weekly.
- Wash yourself regularly.
- If you have trouble making it to the toilet at night
use a covered bucket or bottle and empty it into
the toilet in the morning.
- No pets living in your room.
- Spray for bugs.
- Clean your messes as you go.
- Wash your dishes daily. Don’t stockpile dirty dishes.
If you aren’t near a sink, put a towel on the table
with a dish drainer on it and wash them in a big bowl.
- Smoke in the open and not in your room and empty
and wash ash trays regularly.

2. D
 o unto others as you
would have do unto you
- Would you like people knocking on your door in
the early hours demanding cigarettes, toilet paper
or company? Or being kept awake all night by
loud music or partying? Don’t do it and don’t
hog the shower.

3. In communal areas
- Clean up your mess promptly
and don’t smoke in non-smoking areas.

- Be prepared to help clean up occasionally. Yes I
know it’s not your mess and that everyone should
be cleaning up after themselves, but there will
always be those who can’t or won’t and if you don’t
clean up that spew in the corridor it may be you who
slips on it and if the oven is covered with spilled fat,
it may go up in flames while you are using it.

4. Report breakages
- Things won’t get fixed if the office
doesn’t know they are broken.

5. When you leave
- When you move on, leave your room clean and
empty. If you can’t take your stuff immediately,
ensure that it is packed up and stored appropriately
for collection, so the room can be re-let promptly.
That way you will be welcome back and the room
will be available for someone else.

6. Don’t be a prick!
- We don’t care if you shoot up but we do care if
you leave your gear lying around. And before you
congratulate yourself on binning it; sharps are
supposed to be placed in sharp safes, not rubbish
bins; and sharp safes are meant to be returned
to needle exchange centres. They are not meant
to end up in landfill.

7. Don’t be a fire hazard
- A room filled from floor to ceiling is a major fire
hazard; don’t hoard. Make sure there is a clear
pathway to the door for you and your visitors.
- Smoking in bed is dangerous. No candles
or open fires. Check that your appliances are safe.
Don’t tamper with fire detectors in the building.
- Don’t impede the fire door. It’s meant to shut
if the alarm goes off. Make sure you extinguish
that cigarette: but not in the toilet bowl or you
will be swimming with it. Better still don’t walk
around smoking.
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On Our Bay by Phillip Brunt
Well I suppose I was
about four or five years old when
I realised how much living things
mattered to me. We lived on the
beachfront of a bay; where the
fisherman use to put their nets
out from their boats in the very
early evening, and I use to walk
along to wherever they

were pulling the nets in at this
time and help, by finding a place
on the rope to haul with them.
So although the nets were
initially full of living fish, they were
soon destined to be full of dead
things. It certainly mattered to me
the nets were full of living fish.
It also certainly mattered to

In Exile by Tana McCarthy
For Mahmoud Darwish
a Palestinian poet
forced to live in exile for 26 years
but allowed to return to Israel
in 1996 to see his aged mother.
between partings
the exile sits beside his mother
wearing truth like a robe
silently
how singular the path appears
to fit each vagabond step
his longings sound the distance
alights like an albatross
in a thud of air – clumsily
if home is the sky
may words be your wings
if home is the sea
may you walk upon water
if home is the desert
may it flower with tears
and the winds bind the sand
back into stone
What Can I Give? by John King
I can give you a hug.
I can give you an ear and not judge.
I can give you my time.
I can hold your hand as we
walk together, side by side.
I can give you empathy and understanding.
I can give you respect.
I can give love and support,
for I have been broken too.
All these things you have given me.
I will not forget.

me that as I helped to help haul
the nets in, they nearly always
gave me a large snapper to take
home. I will always remember
proudly carrying the fish home
to drop on the kitchen floor in
front of my mother. I had made
a contribution to our meal.

Little Mermaid by Tana McCarthy
...and so to recall
the fall of this journey
back to the impetus of exile
emanates a chorusing echo
stoops to pick from tufted dunes
skeletal
some strange deep-sea creature
its pattern makes no sense
of this dry wall
its curl and ribbing wings
tell of other elements
delicately in my hand
turned to find new beginnings
thickened
fining out toward some further flesh
and now eroding back
steps off into saltwind
defined only by what remains
dances on knives
not daring the look behind
in dread of shapes
tracking the immaculate sand
Cats Put Paw Prints on Yer Heart!
by Janet De Longville
Some monks walk to pray. For me, prayer
is sitting and that is my best footprint/bodyprint:
to ponder over the greatest mystery,
and happy to die wondering.
Why bad people do good things
and good people do bad things.
A line in a song goes
It’s a bittersweet symphony this life
And we play it with our feet, and when we go it’s
Goodbye to Hollywood.
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Accord by Paul Harper

Our Story by Warwick Knight

always on a thursday

Music plays in the lounge room this my bed room
is warm, warmish.
And again I go to write as I know I can, and I can.
I will write to a reader whom I do not know and
I will write to an audience that I know not of.
Is that you? Is that those whom I seek to reach?
I can see you I can see that though you may not
hear and that you may not even nor actually
understand that you may not be able to speak
to me in return.

their tracks like shoeboxes in the wet sand
between sundial & banquet
we all want to hear new music
but do we really need these anagrams of chipmunk
before the trannie sitcom & the washing up
say cheese
say panda
will THIS BOOK WAS WRITTEN FOR THE SOLE
PURPOSE
OF ENCOURAGING PEOPLE TO READ
improve anybodys acting
is a spectre sketched with one drop of spilled milk
sufficiently constitutional to prove stacked bricks a
stiletto boot
does the boot dance a moonlit mountain in its
stillness
can each
the boot
the stacked bricks
the mountain
the moonlight
be considered home
does this imply the mornings sojourn will conjure egg
& bacon
will six canonised kings emerge a painful mix
of highly emotional
restless
over enthusiastic & honest
brutally so
The Wave by Mary Grace Levakis
I gazed into your secret heart
Your secret heart; sea green
As you hung, poised, triumphant
Before thundering down
Your white mane flying
Shattering, scattering that hidden heart
Into a froth of milk white foam
Where is it now
That soft curve of green; sea green?
Lost, sea change, then breathed
With a whisper, a sigh
As a thin of veil of lace

We can sense each other.
We can feel the Vibe..
we can perceive: see if we can not hear
and hear if we can not see...
oh reader there is a scent in the air..
there is a taste of sheer fun, and delight.
Are you there now? Are you with me as I weave
a cautious web tell you a tale?
And simply say to you that from a deep place
in my heart, in my soul my being.
I like you. I care about you I have hope
for you to be ...!
To be how you are who you are what you are --WHAT EVER THAT and HOW EVER THAT -- MAY BE .
Do you know that tonight that we may sleep and
dream this very night and that in that dream we
may fly: have a flight as though we maybe a bird;
a creature of the air?
Do you know that in our dream we may find that
we meet our love person our special one of our
“dreams”... and that we may and can bring that
dream to life as we rouse as we wake.
Now this is our hope that we sense the care, the
kindness of the love of our friend ...and the happy
place of our life of our home of our heart and of our
love ... this is a nice place, a cool, a comfortable calm
place; a home that may just may be within us and
around us in ways that delight. That make us happy
fuzzy, comfortable, giggly, and warm in the stomach
with joy: with love ...shh do you hear hear, see,
understand, sense, feel, move to the beat.. ..
.. good goodness.
Lets let peace be....
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Siw Ranis
Siw Ranis is a traveller from Denmark who
recently visited Melbourne. When staying
in St Kilda she came across a copy of Roomers
and was much taken with it. She emailed me
some of her lovely artworks. It seemed very
apt for a traveller passing through Melbourne,
and in particular; St Kilda to come across
Roomers and send through her drawings
for the footprints edition.

She also wrote to say:
I loved Melbourne very much. The atmosphere was amazing.
I found Roomers in a music shop in St Kilda. That afternoon
a few singer song writers played there. The street musicians
and singer song writers here in Australia are amazing; they are
some of my best memories.
Melbourne has been one of my favourite places. When I was there,
there was an African festival which was fantastic, people dancing
and singing, enjoying life! Especially the artists and bookshops
and music places and the alternative clothes style give the city
such a good energy. None of the buildings are old as they are in
Europe, carrying stories from back in time, but the city is more
than alive and I would love to come back!
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Woman On a Roof
by John Saradon
Woman on a rooftop
Breathing very slow
Reconciled to the fact
Nowhere else to go

Mike that scream
Shoot that red
Wake up the citizenry
From the breakfast bed

Wild wind whipping
Wet hair in the breeze
A minute’s silence solitude
The frenzy underneath

Hold back the Pandas
The crashes and the strikes
A 15 second tragedy
Comes in via satellite

The surface seems so steady
To those who’ve only seen
The beauty of the ocean
Whilst spitting at the sea

Woman on a roadway
Breathing not at all
Reconciled to the fact
Nowhere else to fall

And now that she is sailing
Her form is finally free
From all except the magnet
Which draws her to the street

This is today
On the N.B.C.
Broadcasting live
From the land of the free
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Phervorstday
by Sir Sigmond Nigmour
My footsteps ‘nect with familiar streets
Thoughts of you change the landscape
And uptown grade a slowdown speaks
Thoughts of you change the landscape
A top down wake a side arm tweak
A half-time show a fight club shriek
Works and hues they slake the meek
Foughts with you they shake the fan-base
With RRR and run-time shleeps
A fortitude rates a handshake
The noon-chime pay and moon-time creep
Sports with you - cr’ate’ a’ handbrake
For who will stay for knight-time reaps?
And f’what will live to keep the peace?
My one-time glass, my all-time keep
Sort’s with you - makes, and mansakes.

Footsteps
by Daphne Sturzaker
Walk in my footsteps
You should walk in all our lives
But that’s not the way life goes
Baby booties toddling around a chair
Sneakers and football boots
Dancing shoes and offices heels only we,
can control our footsteps
And influence the path we take
In lifes journey, we will come
Too many crossroads
And the decision which path to tread
Will be only ours
The footsteps only ours to walk
So we must chart a course
Choose our goals
Walk in your own shoes
Let those footsteps be your own
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For Whom
the Foot Falls
by S James Carter
I walk. It’s what I do, sometimes only for one, usually about two, but occasionally
for five or six hours each and every day, feet falling on concrete and asphalt and
sand and gravel and grass and bluestone and all the other mediums that flash
before the eye in Melbourne and its ‘burbs. I like to think of it as a bird taking flight,
only it isn’t. What it is, is a man walking towards an uncertain grave and away
from a still-yawning past. Or something like that.
Three times around the block and you are almost always back where you
started, an unpretty side-street somewhere north of the Balaclava train station.
Daily life is prosaic and the exhaustion induced in the calves by a six-hour wander
only bearable if you have somewhere nice to return to. A studio apartment with
power and a shower is enough to keep a featherweight pedestrian in a still-new
city in flagging but good spirits.
But the truth is always in the streets, or the waters of the bay, so you rise
again from your crumpled sheets to tackle the wind and the heat and the squalling
rain and the oblivious brethren mindful only of their own place on the pavement
(I’m looking at you earnest exercisers), to plod this way and that, not in hope,
not in expectation, not in longing, occasionally in rhapsody and rarely (if ever)
in despair, but merely to do it, as you and yours have done since time immemorial:
you walk, therefore you are.
Melbourne, Sydney, Perth, and San Francisco, I’ve walked each of them.
Melbourne has avenues cuppled by plane and elm trees, cathedrals of hush
(I’m thinking of you Elwood); Perth has sinuous trails snaking besides both the
river and the ocean (remember to wear your hat); Sydney and SF are similarly
seductive: bridges and sails and precipitous drops.
Wherever you are, whoever you are, however you are, there is always
somewhere you can walk to. For pity’s sake, for posterity’s sake, for your sake,
do not ask for whom the foot falls.
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Book Review:
The Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM), Fifth Edition
by Doctrine Motivated Writer
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With the latest edition of the diagnostic and statistical
manual or DSM, hitting shelves of good bookstores
soon, it seems some people in society still haven’t
found themselves
a mental disorder. This can give them feelings
of being left out.
At 943 pages with a whopping 374
mental disorders, those drug company sponsored
psychiatrists, continue the push
to medicate every demographic.
There are 1.1 million deaths due to psychiatric
treatment in the last 40 years without proof of
a single cure and with seemingly any natural part
of life being diagnosed as a mental disorder.
It’s no wonder the few people left
undiagnosed feel left out. Feeling nervous about
a test? That’s anxiety disorder. Sad because your
Mum died? That’s depression. Not good at
mathematics or English?
Scared of spiders? Disorder Disorder Disorder
If at this point you still have feelings
of being left out, fret not.
There’s a listing for those with the potential
to have a disorder at a later date. And to further
enable those, without symptoms of a disorder, to
be medicated as well, there’s even an un-specified
disorder.
If you are still feeling left out, worry no longer.
You too can have a chemical imbalance without any
biological or physiological testing or any proof that
the disorder even exists at all.
Simply fill out the below test and decide
what is deemed to be a side effect later on. Who
knows you may even create a whole new disorder.
Tick the boxes below and save the $330
trillion dollar psychiatric industry 5 minutes by
diagnosing yourself.
A) Do you nod to yourself in a knowing manner and
ponder aloud while others disclose their problems
to you? Y/ N
B} Do you consider any behavioural trait killed by
a prescribed drugs to have been problematic? Y/ N
C) Do you view the loss of personality through
prescribed drug use positive? Y/ N
D) Do you avoid answering questions, whether you
know the answer or not, by claiming
to promote self-help? Y/ N
E) Do you diagnose the very same symptoms
as a totally different disorder every time
a new edition of DSM comes out? Y/ N

F) Do you leave patients believing your diagnosis
is the outcome of an exact science, when it is
merely a guess or
at best an up to date diagnosis? Y/ N
G) Given that the same symptoms have a different
diagnosis with every passing edition of the
DSM and that many disorders share the very
same symptoms, do you struggle to pass of this
theorizing guess ology as a science to yourself
or others? Y/N
If you answered Yes to any of the above questions,
congratulations, you have “feeling left out” disorder.
It is characterized by a strong sense of self-importance
and the need to psychologically characterize others.
Almost all victims of “feeling left out disorder” work
as Psychiatrists.
The recommended treatment for this disorder
is to close your eyes and open the latest edition
of DSM at any page and write yourself a prescription
of your latest sponsor’s drug for the disorder on
that page.
If symptoms persist repeat the above
recommended treatment until your personality
fades and symptoms either decrease or increase
into a different disorder.
If you answered No to any of the above
questions. Congratulations there’s a disorder out
there for you, or you may well have “Feeling left
out disorder with denial”.
The recommended treatment is the same as above,
if symptoms persist double the dosage, add alcohol
and deny having suicidal thoughts until feeling left
out subsides.
The highlight of the DSM for this reader is the
clause towards the end, that in short, states that no
“definition specifies boundaries of a Mental Disorder”.
Sort of like saying that “its all in Ya head”.
The latest DSM is a riveting, intoxicating read.
A mix of high psychological drama with
a splash of comedy and a Wizard of Oz ending,
that lingers long after the reader puts the book down.
*****
Lookout for the “DSM 0-5” at your favourite
bookstore soon and lets get those children medicated.

Writing Workshops
Every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30
At the Betty Day Centre
67 Argyle Street, St Kilda
Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?
You don’t need to book or ring; Just turn up. The workshops are free
and open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your
creative writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors
and afternoon tea. See you there!
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#55
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year
When you send things in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can
be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au
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